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Supplement. 

Publicly available clone libraries containing 16S rRNA sequences from marine sediment 
environments were used as primary data for chimera search analysis. Chimera_check (Maidak et 
al. 2001), CCODE (Gonzalez et al. 2005), Pintail (Ashelford et al. 2005), Chimera Slayer 
(Schloss et al. 2009) and Bellerophon (Huber et al. 2004) computer programs were used, the 
latter with 4 different settings. Eight chimera identification procedures were thus tested on 
selected clone libraries and as a baseline, and to complement the clone libraries from published 
literature, 8 clone libraries, 4 archaeal and 4 bacterial, were prepared from a submarine spring 
located in the northern Adriatic Sea (Izola32) and analyzed, too. The identified chimeras were 
removed from primary datasets, creating subsets named Chimera Identification Approach (CIA) 
filtered datasets, and the effect of the removal of chimeras through various CIA on between-site  
     relationships was analyzed 
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Table S1. Chimeric sequences, detected with different methods in 16S rRNA archaeal and 
bacterial clone libraries generated from Slovene marine sediment samples and selected public 
clone libraries. Numbers in the brackets designate the total number of identified chimeric 
sequences. HH: Huber Hugenholtz, J: Jukes Cantor, K: Kimura. A: archaeal clone library;  
B: bacterial clone library 
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Fig. S1. A non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination of archaeal unweighted (A), 
weighted (B) and bacterial unweighted (C) and weighted (D) composite datasets of the pooled 
datasets analyzed by RDP Classifier files according to the chimera identification approach. Each 
dot represents the phylogenetic signal of a pool of seven clone libraries or their CIA filtered  
                         datasets analyzed by a ingle chimera identification approach 
 

Fig. S1A. Archaea unweighted UniFrac - chimera identification approach congruency using  
                                                      Classifier hierarchy NMDS 
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Fig. S1B. Archaea weighted UniFrac - chimera identification approach congruency using 
                                                      Classifier hierarchy NMDS  
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Fig. S1C. Bacteria unweighted UniFrac - chimera identification approach congruency using  
                                                      Classifier hierarchy NMDS 
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Fig. S1D. Bacteria weighted UniFrac - chimera identification approach congruency using  
                                                      Classifier hierarchy NMDS 
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Fig. S2. A NMDS ordination of archaeal unweighted (A), weighted (B) and bacterial unweighted 
(C) and weighted (D) datasets of the Classifier hierarchy files organized according to the clone 
library. Each dot represents the phylogenetic signal of a single clone library or its CIA filtered 
dataset generated by one of the eight chimera identification approaches. Colour keys are  
                presented in Figs. S2B and S2D for archaeal and bacterial datasets, respectively 
 

 

Fig. S2A. Archaeal unweighted datasets according to clone libraries, RDP Classifier hierarchy files 
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Fig. S2B. Archaea weighted datasets according to clone libraries, RDP Classifier hierarchy files 
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Fig. S2C. Bacteria unweighted datasets according to clone libraries, RDP Classifier hierarchy files 
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Fig. S2D. Bacteria weighted datasets according to clone libraries, RDP Classifier hierarchy files 


